
Customs.
Managed.

Declaration Filing
When you’re importing or exporting
goods, every minute counts, yet
customs is often one of  the largest
bottlenecks in the supply chain. With
automated declaration filing
supported by Portorium’s expert
managed services, you can ensure
timely delivery of goods at a lower
cost.

Why self-file?

Speed up customs clearance
Eliminate costly broker fees
Gain visibility into trade
operations
Automate multi-jurisdiction
filing up to 100%
Save up to 90% of recurring
declaration costs annually

www.portorium.solutions

Use Case: Saving money on multi-country filing
A food manufacturer was reliant on numerous brokers to process import
and export declarations for multiple countries. Upon shipment and again at
arrival, goods were delayed for an hour or more while awaiting response
from the customs broker, which added significant time and stress in the
transport of perishable items.

Results:

Brought customs in-house 
Automated declarations for 4 import countries and 5 export countries
Gained broker independence
Fully supported by managed services; no new FTEs necessary
After-hours support
Faster delivery times on perishable goods
90% of recurring declaration costs saved annually



Coverage
Our solution supports import, export, and/or transit declaration filing in 11
countries, with more on the roadmap. Broker management for last-mile
filing extends that reach worldwide, providing a global fast-lane for your
goods.
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How we work

Portorium’s holistic approach combines consulting,
software, and managed services so you can bring customs
in-house, gaining control and visibility while we manage
the process from end to end.  

Consulting
Portorium‘s experts assess your trade operations and prioritise
automation to achieve your most pressing strategic goals, e.g.,  optimising
your key logistics flows or realising the quickest return on investment. We
then  define the implementation scope and configure, integrate, and test
the software in your environment.

Reach out today to schedule a demo! 

Software
The software is fully up to date
with the latest legal and
technological changes for worry-
free filing.  It integrates seamlessly
with your ERP via API or SAP
plugin and will automatically
validate consignment data and
sequence and file import and
export declarations. The system
supports broker management for
last-mile filing and provides on-
demand reporting. 

Portorium‘s team of customs
experts provides standard or 24x7
support to add missing declaration
data, resolve ingest errors, check
customs system availability, follow
up on alerts, investigate issues, and
delete/amend/invalidate
declarations. You can rest assured
that your declarations are complete,
compliant, and on time, eliminating
border delays.

Managed Services

https://www.portorium.solutions/contact-us

